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IMPROVEMENT IN MACHINES FOR SEWING OR WORKING BUTTON-HOLES,
Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 110,790, dated January 3, 1871.

To all persons to whom these presents may come: motion to the feed-clamp or cloth-carrier;
Be it known that I, CHARLEs E.ROBINSON, also, in the peculiar construction of the but
of Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State ton-hole
or irregular-shaped gear for impart
of Massachusetts, have made a new and use ing the desired form to the button-hole.
ful invention having reference to Machinery In Fig. 1 of the drawing I have exhibited a
for Making Button-Holes; and I do hereby properly-organized
for making a but
declare the same to be fully described in the ton-hole stitch. Tomachine
such
machine
in the ab
following specification, and represented in the stract I make no claim. My invention
is sup
accompanying drawing, of which
plemental
thereto,
and
relates
principally
to
Figure 1 denotes a side elevation of a ma the peculiar feeding mechanism I have added
chine for making button-holes as provided thereto.
with my invention. Fig.2 is a top view of the In the said drawing, A denotes the base
machine, the upper needle-carrier, its arm and plate or work-supporting stand of the ma
supporting-frame being represented as broken chine,
to which my invention is applied. Near
off in order to more clearly exhibit my inven the front
end of the said plate, and within a
tion, the cloth-clamp being shown as open. cavity made
it, and between the nee
Fig. 3 is a bottom view of the machine con dle-carriers, athrough
circular
table, B, is disposed,
taining my improvement; Fig. 4, an end view, the same being so applied
as to be
showing that portion of my invention lo readily detached therefrom, asthereto
circumstances
cated underneath the table. Fig. 5 is an
require. Extending up from the said
under-side view of the feed-clamp, showing may
plate
is a short projection or annular guide,
the “irregular gear,” to be hereinafter de a, around
the clamp or cloth-carrier is
scribed. Fig. 6 is a vertical and transverse to revolve which
or
travel.
) is a small pinion, which
section taken through the driving-cam, the engages with the irregular
button-hole
ratchet, and its actuating-lever. Fig. 7 is a shaped gear, to be hereinafterordescribed.
The
side view of the shipper-lever and its adjust spindle of the said pinion, extending down
able stop as detached. Fig. 8 is a top view through
the table B, carries on its lower end
of
the
circular
plate
to
which
the
feed-clamp
a
beveled
ratchet-wheel, c. .
is attached.
C
is
the
feed-clamp
carrying and holding
My invention consists in combining, with a the material in whichfor
the button-hole is to be
machine provided with devices for making a made. This clamp or cloth-holder consists of
button-hole stitch, a means for holding the two
of metal hinged together, and hav
material to be operated on, and also a means ing plates
a
turn-button,
d, which operates with a
of feeding the material along automatically, calm or incline in confining
the plates together.
and with a variable speed, in manner and for The said clamp I term the
“cloth-holding
the purpose hereinafter specified; also, in the mechanism.”
combination of the automatic variable feed
is an irregular oblong slot made through
motion or mechanism with the guiding mech thef lower
Around the said slot
anism, arranged and operating together as and on theclamp-plate.
underface
of
the
lower clamp-plate,
hereinafter set forth; also, in the peculiar an irregular oblong rack or
D, (some
construction of the feed-clamp for holding the what resembling the shape ofgear,
a
button-hole.)
material to be operated on, in combination disposed. This gear is of a novel and pe
with the feeding and guiding mechanism, as is
culiar shape, both the peripheries of its outer
hereinafter described; also, in the means or and
edges being Working-surfaces, the
combination and arrangement of mechanism teethinner
it
of
the
working into those of the
for effecting the equable and increased feed pinion b, and gear
the inner edge at of the gear
motion or movement of the cloth-carrier, and
the annular guide a.
consequently producing the desired length of against
In order to produce the eye or oval shape of
stitch; also, in the means or combination and the button-hole as made by hand, the perime
arrangement of mechanism, as hereinafter de ter
and teeth of the gear D require a peculiar
scribed, for imparting rotary or horizontal construction
and arrangement-that is to say,
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also has a fiction-brake applied to its pe
the said teeth are to be arranged on the arcs It
riphery
of four different circles and two straight or ment. to prevent any undue forward move
parallel lines.
H is a coiled spring, one end of which is at
The portion in to form the eye of the button tached
to the under side of the table A and
hole is an arc of a circle of greater radius the other
to the outer extremity of the le
than the opposite inner portion, n, while the ver G, theend
spring serving to restore the
portions pp', intervening between the straight lever to its said
normal
after being acted on
parts and the wider portions of the eye, are by the cam F. Thisposition
mechanism-viz.,
the gear
cut in arcs of circles whose centers are out D, the pinion l, the ratchet c and pawl
the
side of the gear, and the teeth formed thereon, lever G, and its spring H', with the calmi, F
instead of standing parallel or radiating like composes what I call the “feed motion or mech
the other portions of the gear, converge, the anism.’
object of this peculiar construction of the E is what I term the “shipper-lever,” the
gear or teeth on the parts pip' being to slightly
being pivoted to a projection from the
change the direction of the cloth-carrier from same
hanger
and carries on its outer end the stud
an outer gear movement to an inner one, in K', and H,
on
or near its inner end an adjustable
order that the stitches on the corresponding stop, s, which
consists of a triangular pris
parts of the button-hole may be properly and matic block provided
shoulders of dif
uniformly made. Were it not for this pe ferent lengths, these with
shoulders
operating in
culiar construction and arrangement of the
with the lever G in determining
teeth on the parts p p' the proper form would conjunction
extent of backward motion of the lever
not be given to the button-hole, and the stitches the
under
the retractile action of its spring, and
would be formed unevenly and too far apart, consequently
back throw of the dog orim
thereby not only destroying the symmetry pelling-pawl ithe
over
the teeth of its ratchet dur
and finish of the button-hole, but greatly im ing the equable movement
of the gear D or the
pairing the wear thereof.
feed-clamp.
The width of the rim of the said gear D
coiled spring, which serves to main
should correspond with the distance between tain0 isthea stop
s in its proper position with re
the guidel and the center of the teeth of the spect to the lever
G after such stop may have
pinion b, in order that the gear in its move been adjusted to allow
lever the required
ments may be maintained in contact with the movement or throw to the
produce
the requisite
piniola.
equable
or
lesser
feed.
The feed-clamp C is so applied to the table When an increased movement of the feed or
B as to be capable of being rotated or moved gear
necessary to form the eye por
horizontally thereon and around the guide a. tion ofbecomes
the button-hole, the stud K, automati
D' is a cap, which has a male screw cut on cally impinging
against the calm H' formed on
its shank, and which screws down into the the lower clamp-plate,
throws, the shoulder
hollow guide a, and thus secures the clamp to of the stops out of action
or contact with the
the table. This cap has a horn or button-hole lever G, and thus maintains
until the eye
spreader, d, extending up from it, and an portion of the button-hole is itcompleted,
thus
elongated slot, e, made down through it for allowing the lever its full range of motion
the needles to work through. It also has a after having been acted on by the cam E,
cord-hole, f'.
correspondingly acting upon the im
On the upper face - of the table A an eccen which,
pelling-pawl,
it backward and over a
tric or can groove, 9, is made, the same being greater or themoves
desired
of teeth, and
to receive a stud, h, disposed on the under consequently forward anumber
distance, thus
side of all arm, h', projecting from one end of increasing the speed of like
ratchet, and of
the clamp, as seen in Figs. 1 and 2. The said course that of the pinionthe
and
stud and groove, with the guide at and the slot cloth-carrier, in a like ratio. the gear and
in the gear D, constitute what I term the The mechanism last described-viz., the le
“guiding mechanism.”
stops, spring v, stud K', and the
E is the driving-shaft of the machine, which ver E,H',itscombined
with the gear D, pinion b,
is suitably supported in bearings. On the in cam
ratchet
c,
impelling-pawl
i, lever G, spring H',
ner end of this shaft a cam, F, is arranged, and cam E-constitutes what
I term the “va
which operates upon the lower arm of a curved riable feed motion or mechanism.’
lever, G, which is pivoted to the hanger H, as The operation of my invention is as follows:
seen Figs. 3 and 4. The upper curved arm, r,
we suppose a machine to be organized for
of this lever carries an adjustable dog or im If
making
a button-hole stitch and my mechan
pelling-pawl, i, which engages with the bev
applied thereto, as described, we first place
eled ratchet c disposed on the lower end of the ism
the piece of cloth or material in which the but
spindle, which carries the pinion b before men ton-hole
to be made between the leaves or
tioned. This ratchet is disposed within a sup jaws of theisclamp
confine the parts together,
porter or frame, t, attached to the under face the clamp being and
so
placed
as to commence the
of the plate A, as seen in Fig. 6, and is pro making of button-hole at the
inner end. By
vided with a l'etaining-pawl or detent to pre imparting a rotary motion to the
driving-slhaft
vent any backward movement of the ratchet.
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the cam F will be revolved, and, acting upon
the lever G, carrying the impelling-pawl i,
will actuate the said pawl and give to its
ratchet an intermittent rotary motion. The
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and with a variable speed-the said elements

being constructed, arranged, and made to op
erate together, and with the stitch-forming
mechanism, as and for the purpose set forth.
2. The combination of the automatic varia
ble feed motion or mechanism with the guid
ing mechanism, the whole being constructed,
arranged, and made to operate together in
manner and for the purpose set forth.
3. The feed-clamp, constructed substantially
as described, for holding the cloth or material
to be operated on, in combination with the feed
ing and guiding mechanism, constructed, ar
ranged, and operating in manner and for the
purpose specified.
4. The mechanism, substantially as described,
for imparting rotary or horizontal movements

said ratchet, being affixed to the spindle
which carries the pinion b, will communicate
a like motion to it, which, in turn, will impart
the desired motion to the gear D, which will
be fed forward equably, being guided in its
movement by the guide a, the stud h, and its
groove g. After the first side of the button
hole has been made by the needles the stud
K', acting against the cam H, will throw the
stop S of the shipper-lever E out of action
upon the lever G, and allow the latter lever to
have its full range of motion under the action
of its spring, which, acting upon the impelling
pawl, will impart a corresponding greafter in
cremental motion or speed to the ratchet,
which, in turn, acting upon the pinion, and
the pinion upon the gear D, will give a corre
spondingly-increased motion or speed to the
said gear, and, of course, to the cloth or ma
terial while the eye of the button-hole is being
made. As soon as the eye is finished the stud
K or the shipper-lever E", relieved of the ac
tion of the cam EI by the action of the spring
20, again throws the stops into action upon the
lever G, when the lesser or equable feed motion

spring, the cam F, and means of imparting ro
5. The means or mechanism, as described,
for regulating the movement or rotation of the
pinion b or the feed-clamp, in order to produce
the lesser equable and uniform feed, the same
consisting of the prismatic shouldered block
or stops, or its equivalent, arranged upon the
lever E", in combination with the lever G, the

ton-hole is finished.

in manner as set forth.

to the feed-clamp or cloth-carrier, the same con
sisting of the gear D, the pinion b, the impel
ling-pawl and ratchet, the lever G and its

tation to the latter.

again takes place, and continues until the but whole being combined and arranged together

Having described my invention, what I claim 6. The irregular gear D, having its teeth ar.
is as follows:
ranged in the arcs of different circles, all as
1. The combination, with an organized ma described and shown, and adapted to operate
the pinion b, as set forth.
chine for making a button-hole stitch, of the in connection with CHAS.
E. ROBINSON.
following elements-viz., a means of holding
the cloth or material while being operated on, Witnesses:
and a means, as hereinbefore specified, offeed
F. P. HALE,
CHAs. MOORE.
ing the cloth or material along automatically,

